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Fieldwork & Ethnography



(Mis)Conceptions

What comes to mind when you hear the words fieldwork & ethnography? 



Are you

ready?

A Taste from the Kitchen!
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Breaking it
down
Ethno - graphy 

Ethno?
People      Humans
Groups     Nonhumans

Graphy?
Graph
Representation

In brief?
Ethnography is the study of people in 

a given time & space rather than 
in unnatural settings 

(adapted from Burawoy 1991) 



Ethnography's Toolbox: Fieldwork

Participant-observation (if you're lucky) Virtual Ethnography 

 

Interviews

 

Text/media analysis 

  

Auto-ethnography

What are you
bringing into
ethnography?

 

Ethnography is a genre & a craft that is always changing with every new experiment, practice, 
& exploration across disciplines so feel free to experiment with other tools! 
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How to Begin? (just begin,
anywhere)
Here are some potential points of depature, ones to help you begin to notice what
is rather taken for granted, while also questioning our assumptions about what we
know, what we don't know, & what we expect to find. Remember, no beginning is
ever perfect. You just have to start somewhere. 

What excited you
about a particular
group of people? 

Where do you find
conflict around you?

What do you hate
about a particular
group of people?

What is one thing
that you find too
familiar?

What puzzles you
about a given topic?

What is one thing
that you find too
strange?



 

Choosing a field-site 
After answering one/more questions in the last slide, now it's time to locate your
research puzzle in a given time/space. Here are some tips: 

Are they a group?
Ask to attend one of their meetings 

Is there a webpage/blog in which
your interest is most vivid? 
Request membership in that group 

Are they a group located in
a given space (i.e. school)?
Visit that space (virtually)

Is your object/subject
moving across spaces?
Follow the thing/people



Day 1: Awkward Beginnings

Ethnographer on day 1, is it
too obvious? 

Name of Character:

Day 1 is bound to be awkward, strange, & usually funny. 
Key reminder: Be friendly & open, and remember: You're here to learn from your interlocutors, rather

than show off or prove that you know more than them. Humility & flexibility are two keys here! 
Experiment, explore, ask naive questions, send cold emails, play, remain silent, talk more, allow

yourself to explore your fieldsite-s and what it might allow you to do.  
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Day 1 cont'd: The
"talk", aka
introducing yourself
After plenty of awkwardness, silences, & pauses in
mind, you have to introduce yourself to your
interlocutors (whether online or otherwise) 

Introductions: Introduce yourself
& your research, broadly & simply
(leave jargon at the door of  your
fieldsite please). 

Ethics: Be polite & friendly 

Consent: Obtain written or oral
consent from your interlocutors
(forms on Quercus) 

Rejections & Discomforts: Some
people might not be willing to
participate, others might be
uncomfortable during/while they
participate. Be sensitive to these
subtleties & be forthcoming when
you feel that someone might be
uncomfortable 



Longest Day 1: All in Eyes & Ears
Here are a few tips for your first fieldwork day/exeperience  

Look for what
puzzles you

Ask naive
questions:

(i.e. what does
this mean?) 

Observe group
dynamics &

people
interactions

Imagine texting your
best-friend &

describing the space:
Be observant 
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Post-Day 1
Onwards: 
Never trust
your memory  
A wise nobody once said: Never trust your
memory during ethnographic research.
Always keep record of what happened, as
boringly as possible and in as much detail as
possible. Here's a sketch adopted from
Bronislaw Malinowski of what you might want
to include: 

Skeleton: Basic anatomy &
organization of group/site 

Spirit: Local utterances,
narratives, language 

Flesh & Blood:
"imponderabilia of actual
life": Small events, details,
moments 



Fieldnotes: Stay Multi-sensorial 
This is your chance to "record" and recall what happened during fieldwork in an accessible format.
Fieldnotes are meant to be for you only, so be as open, honest, rude, reflexive, and creative as you wish.
Include what you hate, love, what angered you, and what you felt. Imagine yourself describing what
happened, the setting, and all the details to your best friend or to your grandma. Be boring, detailed, and
comprehensive. Details always matter, even/especially when you think they're irrelevant! 

Take short notes
on your phone

 during fieldwork

Write fieldnotes by hand or
on your computer ASAP

(take this seriously, record
fieldnotes as freshly as possible) 

Include sketches, photographs,
or other creative tools to record

your fieldwork 

Use  voice notes, short clips, or 
letters as addendages for 

written fieldnotes  



Quick Reminder:
Positionality!

While taking fieldnotes, reflect on your own position, privileges, and status in your fieldsites and
how this have affected your fieldwork experiences and what your interlocutors shared with you.
This is nothing to run away from: We carry ourselves to our field sites, but we acknowledge our
positionalities!  



Dreading Writing? 
Even if you're almost done? 
One of the perks of ethnographic essays is that you have already begun "the essay" before you sit down and write
the essay as such. Interviews, fieldwork, fieldnotes, reflections are all part of writing & are significant chunks of your
essay. This leaves you feeling less worried, burdened, or weighed down. In writing up your essay, think of putting a
puzzle together, weaving a quilt, or composing a masterpiece: While you already have the building blocks, what's
left is the creative labor of putting it together. Here are some reminders: 

Use personal
pronouns, always!

Guide your readers
through thesis

statements/topic
sentences

Use quotes from
your fieldwork,
again & again! 

We didn't join you
on fieldwork, so
give us plenty of

context! 


